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Section 1 of 20: Reflection on BMFiddle  

I have used BMFiddle several times for in-class work and believe it is an incredibly valuable tool 

when organizing value propositions and developing a comprehensive understanding viewpoint of 

an entrepreneurial idea. I have experience using the Business Model Canvas from previous 

classes, so I had no trouble picking it up quickly this semester. However, I do believe the model 

to be intuitive and easy to use. The first exercise we did involved working as a team to create a 

Business Model Canvas about Cornell University as a whole. I believe this project was a great 

start, as all group members were familiar with the “business” (Cornell) and we were able to build 

off each other’s’ ideas when drilling down through the various buckets of the model. This 

practice allowed us to share ideas and perspectives on a concept we were all familiar with 

(Cornell) to develop a comprehensive model of the value proposition of Cornell.  

 

Additionally, using BMFiddle for my own business modelling was enhanced by the first 

experience of sharing perspectives with groupmates that enabled me to deepen my understanding 

of each facet of my business. The Business Model Canvas allowed me to sequentially understand 

the value proposition of my business from multiple perspectives and forced me to hone in on 

each aspect of my business (especially some aspects that may be wrongfully taken for granted 

such as Key Resources and Channels). This expanded my understanding and then visually 

presented the various aspects in a way that enhance my ability to draw connections between the 

buckets and improve upon my model. I really like the way that the canvas is laid out, with key 

partners, activities, and resources on the top left, customer and distribution information on the 

top right, and financial implications on the bottom. These buckets then surround the Value 

Proposition (which is central to the business model). This layout acts as a visual aid that 

organized my thoughts around what value I propose, and allowed me to adjust each bucket to 

really hone in on my precise value proposition. In conclusion, I believe that really understanding 

my primary and secondary customer segments was most critical to my technology plan as it 

allowed me to tailor the value proposition to multiple segments, which would enable me to reach 

a wider customer base.  

 

Section 2 of 20: Gallup’s BP10 Profile  

My experience taking Gallup’s BP10 Profile was a positive one. It is a useful tool as it allows 

you to understand how a third party may identify your core skillset based off certain (seemingly 

unrelated) questions about your personality and habits. This is particularly useful because 

understanding what your strengths are is a difficult thing to do. Many people are misled to 

believing they are strong at things based off what they desire to be strong at, and conversely 

many people are unaware of certain strengths they may possess. These misinterpretations of 

one’s own strengths are since it is difficult to internally analyze yourself. This is where the value 

of the BP10 profile comes into effect. 

 

My top four strengths in order were: Knowledge, Risk, Selling, and Profitability. My style was 

being strategic which describes me as, “You look at things long-term. You have a clear growth 

strategy and measure success through profitability. You are the voice and face of your 

company.”  

 

The description above, of my entrepreneurial style, resonates deeply with me as I find myself 

always forward-looking, but highly rational when it comes to measuring success (profitability). 
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Additionally, I believe I have good leadership skills and can act as the voice and face of my 

company. The four talents also resonated well with me as being intellectually curious has always 

been a primary goal of mine, taking on risks and unfamiliar challenges has always excited me, 

the ability to persuade and communicate clearly has always been a skill of mine, and having a 

pragmatic understanding of costs/benefits constantly drives me.  

 

The implication of my style and talents when looking at entrepreneurship firstly empowers me to 

be a leader whose strategic outlook and logical ideals of success contribute to the success of the 

team and the firm. This entrepreneurial outlook primarily stems from my strategic style and my 

profitability and selling skills. However, in terms of my approach to technology, I will use my 

talents in knowledge and risk to be a life-learner and continue to search for new ways to use and 

understand technology. Additionally, I will take risks and challenge myself to work with new 

technologies, thus learning their capabilities and understanding how/if they could apply to my 

entrepreneurial journey.  

 

Section 3 of 20: Preferences for Technology  

When deciding whether to use a new type of software in my daily practice/business, I evaluate 

the following ten considerations: 

1. Marginal Benefit 

a. As outlined above, my primary outlook and measure of success is profitability or 

marginal benefit (in a cost/benefit analysis). I am highly rational and strive for 

this to be the most important qualification when deciding whether to use a new 

software (or anything for that matter). However, in order to understand this 

consideration, one must understand the following considerations.  

2. Time Savings 

a. Time savings is closely associated to marginal benefit, as it is a core benefit in the 

cost/benefit analysis. Time is our most valuable resource, in my opinion. Thus, 

the ability for a software to save time is pivotal to my decision to use it.  

3. Marginal effectiveness in comparison to Alternatives 

a. The top two categories are easily the most important, however, I always look at 

alternatives to the software to ensure that I am using my time wisely when 

analyzing a software. In other words, before considering the considerations below 

for all alternatives, I believe it wise to do a cursory analysis of all software 

alternatives prior to honing in on the considerations below, saving time in the 

process.  

4. Complexity 

a. Complexity is the fourth most important qualification and is somewhat related to 

the third qualification as it is important to understand the complexity and scope of 

the software before getting into the finer details. You must understand if it is 

complex enough to do its job but not to complex that it’s hard to operate.  

5. Price 

a. The next two considerations are closely related and are more detail-oriented. 

Price, in general, is important to consider and allows you to develop a cost/benefit 

framework, leading to your understanding of Marginal Benefit. However, price 

alone is less important than the considerations above it, if the benefit outweighs 

the cost.  
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6. Cost Structure 

a. Breaking cost down even further allows one to further understand the marginal 

costs and benefits of the software. Understanding the cost structure is pivotal as 

you look towards the long term. Does the price increase/decrease over time or 

with more users? Will I be paying monthly, yearly, or one time? These are a 

couple questions to ask to understand cost structure and its implication on my 

decision to use a software.   

7. Time of Use 

a. As stated above, time is the most important resource to me and in order to 

understand time savings one must understand time of use. Will it take a long time 

to use, to run, to set up? These are some important considerations that feed into 

some of the even more important considerations above.  

8. Ease of Use 

a. Ease of use is important because it could be an incredibly effective software on all 

above metrics but it is inconvenient if it’s hard to use and hard to share with co-

workers etc. I believe in my ability to learn software over time which is why this 

is not the highest consideration, however it is something to consider.  

9. Portability  

a. This metric really depends on what I want the software to do. However, many 

times I want a software the works seamlessly on my mobile device and my lap 

top. Most softwares do, and if they don’t, they often don’t need to use on different 

platforms. However, depending on what I need, this is something to consider.  

10. Branding Synergies 

a. This is the last and least important thing I considered, however, it is a 

consideration nonetheless. Does this software/app fit my personal brand/company 

brand? Will I be proud to show others that I use this app or try to hide my usage 

of the software? These are questions to consider, however, they are rarely a large 

issue.  

 

Section 4 of 20: Cornell Entrepreneurial Alumni  

Name Grad Year Email 

Steven Thompson ’82, P ‘15 steve@mailboxesunlimited.com 

Jay Tsigas ‘88 tsigastx@yahoo.com 

Barbara Lang ’78 MPS ‘04 barbaralang55@gmail.com 

Marco Benvenuti ‘05 marco@duettoconsulting.com 

Michael Cortelletti ‘99 Michael.cortelletti@coti.it 

 

Steven Thompson is the president and CEO of Mailboxes Unlimited Ltd., a shipping company he 

founded in 1990. He has launched many ventures based in Bermuda. I selected him because I 

believe I can learn several things from his experience: the mindset of someone who constantly 

thinks outside of the box, the lifestyle of a serial entrepreneur, and the logistical process and 

technology implementation surrounding Mailboxed Unlimited.  

 

Jay Tsigas is the North America Geographic Services Regional Lead at Accenture and has 

worked at Accenture for 19 years. He was chosen strategically by me firstly because he has spent 

19 years at an exceptionally entrepreneurial and tech-oriented company, but also because I will 

mailto:tsigastx@yahoo.com
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be working there next year and could learn more company specific lessons and information from 

him. I believe his lengthy experience in an entrepreneurial/technological environment could give 

me insights that will be useful to my next job and future career.  

 

Barbara Lang is the founder of her own hospitality consulting group called B. Lang Consulting. 

She knows the hospitality industry very well from 35 years of industry experience and has 

experience starting her own consulting group. Seeing as I am entering the consulting industry 

with a background in hospitality I believe that I would benefit greatly from talking to Ms. Lang. 

Eventually I want to focus on hospitality consulting and perhaps will start a consulting firm of 

my own focused on hospitality. She has the knowledge of hospitality, consulting, and 

entrepreneurship that I wish to emulate and perhaps we could be of mutual-benefit if I can help 

her integrate technology into her operations.  

 

Marco Benvenuti is a Hotel School legend. He is the founder of Duetto, a disrupter in the 

revenue management space for hospitality organizations. The difference that Duetto brings is 

superior data analysis and technology implementation in hospitality consulting. As mentioned 

above, I will be working in technology consulting at Accenture and wish to focus on Hospitality 

clients. I believe he could offer me great value in discussing the intersection of technology, 

hospitality, and entrepreneurship, giving me insights that I will take with me in my career.  

 

Michael Cortelletti is the founder of a restaurant group in Italy called Coti. Firstly, I studied 

abroad in Italy and was extremely interested in food and beverage during my time there. I have a 

strong background in restaurants and a major goal of mine in my career is implementing 

technology in the restaurant industry to develop restaurant concepts of my own that are 

technologically-forward-thinking. Speaking with Mr. Cortelletti will help me understand 

restaurant entrepreneurship in a country that is relatively behind on technology (from my 

experience living there). This conversation could further enable me to understand the 

technological gaps within the industry and give me ideas about how to fill those gaps and gain a 

competitive edge.  

 

Section 5 of 20: Video Pitch Reflection  

I enjoyed creating Vlogs 1 and 2 during this semester and believe that, while I improved from 

Vlog 1 to Vlog 2, I have more room for improvement. My first Vlog was about the product I 

created at MannUfactory, Lazy Lunch. This was one of the very first Vlogs I had ever created, 

and I chose to create a presentation on PowerPoint and record my voice over the presentation. I 

believe this was an effective way to present my ideas, and I feel that the strongest parts of this 

Vlog were my clear structure and thoughtful content. I was unaware that the audio recording on 

PowerPoint could not be exported and uploaded to Blackboard, and I tried downloading several 

softwares to combat the issue. I ended up having to purchase a software called Screenflick for 

$35 to then record my screen to submit the Vlog. Unfortunately, this proved unnecessary, as I 

received zero credit for my work, because this technology mishap caused me to submit my blog 

after the deadline. On the bright side, I now own a screen recording software that can be used for 

future Vlogs.  

 

My second Vlog improved upon my first, as I implemented a portion that included my face, I 

worked to shorten the content, and maintained good structure through the presentation. I greatly 
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enjoyed discussing the various issues surrounding my InstantSitter service/app that I’ve been 

working on and off on for several years. I also tried to use less verbiage on the slides and create a 

more visually appealing Vlog this turn. Unfortunately, the was too large to upload to Blackboard 

on Safari and despite trying several times, I ended up having to send the file to a friend with a PC 

and uploading from there. This issue cost me all credit for my time and effort, as my file finally 

uploaded to Blackboard 15 minutes after the deadline.  

 

While I am extremely disappointed that my work on both Vlogs was unrecognized, I am proud 

of the work that I did and will continue to improve upon my Vlog-making-abilities for the final. I 

plan to keep working to shorten my Vlogs, presenting my ideas in a more concise way, and 

practice my presentations more, so that my articulation is smoother. Additionally, I would like to 

find a software to create animations on my next Vlog and challenge myself to create a fantastic 

presentation. I believe I have the capability of producing good visual content and thorough 

analysis of the issues at hand. I am excited at the prospect of having another shot to have my 

Vlogs recognized on the final and will hopefully be able to handle any technical issues that come 

my way. Additionally, I plan to make my work exceptional in this RAB, extra credit work, and 

the rest of the assignments and hope that my extra efforts may be recognized in a slightly more 

holistic manner. 

 

Section 6 of 20: Consent for Exemplars 

Yes, I allow my projects to be used as exemplars.  

 

Section 7 of 20: Zoom Virtual Classes  

My experience using Zoom Virtual classes has been overwhelmingly positive and changed my 

perception of videoconferencing, and even the future of education AND the future of 

interpersonal interaction for business and personal purposes. As a preface, this summer I worked 

at a small consulting firm in which the majority of the work that I did was remote. My co-

workers were based in Europe as well as New York, and thus all company meetings were 

operated on RingCentral, a videoconferencing app similar to Zoom. I was initially hesitant about 

this lack of personal contact, but ended up realizing that I could form important relationships 

during these video meetings and get work done on my own time. However, there were pitfalls to 

this format that were specific to a work environment, as I realized how important it is to be able 

to quickly bounce ideas off coworkers and superiors in an office.  

 

Therefore, I had some experience using videoconferencing prior to Zoom Virtual Classes, but 

was not initially convinced at it would be effective in a class environment. However, I believe 

that you (Professor Olsen) had a far superior grasp to the technology than my bosses this 

summer. Beyond a mere grasp of Zoom’s technological capabilities, you (Professor Olsen) had a 

thoughtful vision of how to apply the technology in a classroom environment, utilizing screen 

sharing, muting and unmuting members, small project groupings, etc. that made these classes 

extremely effective. I genuinely had a revelation when considering the future of education and 

the world. While I did not find videoconferencing to be a fool-proof solution in a work 

environment, I found that Zoom’s various capabilities allow a near complete simulation of the 

classroom environment. Education and classes could soon be completely run through Zoom (or 

other similar applications) which would save universities an incredible amount of money on 
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classroom real estate and other physical costs. This type of class really could be the future of 

education.  

 

Having used Zoom, I believe that the pros outweigh the cons, in terms of being able to operate 

nearly every classroom function without having to leave your home. The only real con is that 

speaking to the teacher before or after class, as well as having personal interactions with a small 

group, before and after class could lead to a decrease in the amount of class-related relationships 

one gets. You simply join the videoconference and then leave at the end. Much of going to 

school involves developing lasting relationships, which is the major con to this technology. 

However, universities that implement Zoom Virtual Classes could use other ways for people to 

meet each other such as networking dinners, events, parties, and personal office hours.  

 

My top four tips would be: 

1. Keep yourself on mute unless you are ready to speak, as background noise sometimes 

gets picked up on other peoples audio; Use headphones to diminish background noise 

2. Make sure to pay attention and get involved in the conversation like you would in a 

classroom environment 

3. Take advantage of the small group functions and screen sharing functions that 

simulate classroom environments and sometimes offer improved capabilities when 

compared to a classroom 

4. Be aware that anyone could be watching you so dress appropriately and do not do 

things you would not do in an actual classroom (picking nose, eating, etc)  

 

In conclusion, I will be working in consulting next year, a job that forces me to travel every 

week, work remotely, and work on the go. I will rarely be working in my company’s office and 

therefore, am extremely happy to be acquainted with Zoom’s technology to simulate 

personal/work interactions when unable to physically interact with my colleagues. This tool will 

be instrumental in my ability to perform on my job next year.  

 

Section 8 of 20: MannUFactory Recap  

I enjoyed our field trips to MannUFactory for several reasons. Firstly, I was completely unaware 

of the resources offered at the space and think that they are useful for students interested in 

technology to try new things and get hands-on practice. I believe the way that Design Thinking 

was taught to us was extremely effective and prepared us well to implement the process on our 

own. Working with a partner in an informal way, by with the instructor subtly guiding us through 

Design Process Thinking was an interesting way to learn its merits, as we were able to 

experience the process first-hand, then develop a more theoretical framework for what we were 

learning and apply it on our own. I enjoyed the cyclical nature of Design Thinking because its 

essentially a “guided trial-and-error” procedure, allowing you to refine your thinking 

incrementally and use other peoples thoughts and opinions throughout the process.  

 

I used TinkerCad software and a 3D printer to develop my 3D prototype during the prototyping 

phase of Design Thinking when developing my Lazy Lunch product. Additionally, I got to 

“play” with virtual reality technology. My experiences using these technologies was interesting 

because I had never used them before, and rather than being given a tutorial on exactly how to 

use these technologies, I was empowered to teach myself. I believe this concept of people being 
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able to “play” and teach themselves new technologies is what makes MannUFactory a unique 

and special place for students to learn. The process of teaching yourself something completely 

new comes with personal challenges that you must figure out ways to overcome, teaching you 

fundamental problem-solving skills as a byproduct of using technology.  

 

This concept of trying, failing, learning from your failures, and trying again is one of the main 

value propositions of MannUFactory as a resource for students in my opinion. Most classes we 

take at Cornell involve lectures and memorization as the key forms of learning, but this space 

forces you to try new things and overcome new challenges, allowing students to grow in a 

unique way. Additionally, students who are interested in technology have a place that allows 

them to try new things, expand their technological horizons, and improve their technological 

skills. This general concept of learning through experience and trying new things could also be 

applicable in the world of business. Many companies, entrepreneurs, and businessmen/women 

become lax and complacent in their knowledge of technology and are comfortable with their 

problem-solving skills. Working at MannUFactory could disrupt the complacency of these 

people and expand their perceptions of what technology is out there and force them to think 

outside of the box.  

 

Section 9 of 20: Tableau Recap  

Being exposed to Tableau during class in September is certainly an incredibly valuable takeaway 

from this course that will stick with me in the future. Personally, I am very interested in Data 

Analytics as I am concurrently taking Data-Driven Analytics with Professor Thompson this 

semester. Additionally, I will be working in consulting next year and I am well aware that being 

well versed in Data Analytics can help me bring value to clients and projects. Therefore, 

understanding the vast capabilities of Tableau really struck a chord with me, as I wish to improve 

my Tableau skills and take them with me to my next job and beyond. Our initial dive into 

Tableau fascinated me; seeing examples of Tableau projects by others opened my eyes to its 

capabilities and usefulness. I am pretty well-versed in Excel and was subsequently astonished by 

how superior Tableau is when visualizing data. I would use Tableu for data visualization given 

its ability to develop more creative and aesthetic visualizations. I loved the idea that you can use 

Tableau to make data tell a story, which was a concept I had never considered despite my 

experience with Excel.  

 

This introduction to Tableau was fascinating as it opened up a world of possibility for me; 

however, the hour long seminar was too short for me to gain the actual technical knowledge to be 

confident in using the software to “tell a story.” I believe I have a simple working knowledge of 

how to create simple visualizations; yet, I am genuinely committed to developing that knowledge 

and becoming an expert Tableau user. I have researched ways to learn Tableau further and found 

courses on Lynda.com such as a 13 hour course called “Improve your Tableau Skills” or a 

shorter course called “Tableau 10 Essential Training.” I plan to take time out of my winter break 

to work through these courses and really develop my skills in order to use them to my advantage 

throughout my career.  

 

Section 10 of 20: Guest Lecture Reflection (Hakon Lund)  

I was extremely interested in Mr. Lund’s guest lecture and took a lot of value from his 

experience, his teachings, and his career story. Firstly, I have been a theme park and rollercoaster 
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fanatic since I was very young was intrigued by not only his professional experience in that 

space, but in his lifelong passion and commitment to bringing joy and magic to other people. 

This commitment is something that most people at the Hotel School can relate to, given Hotelies’ 

deep interest in providing experiences for others. More personally, this attitude is something that 

I would like to carry with me in my professional and personal life, and Mr. Lund’s lecture only 

reaffirmed that desire.  

 

Secondly, I took away an understanding of the multifaceted professional lifestyle of Mr. Lund, 

more specifically, how he undertakes several ventures that share the common thread of bringing 

happiness to the masses. His entrepreneurial ability to juggle multiple ventures and teams and 

bring the enthusiasm and core values of touching other peoples’ lives is something I hope to 

emulate.  

 

Finally, and most importantly, he truly embodied the notion of “thinking outside the box” and 

taught me how valuable that method of thinking can be both personally and economically. His 

story about developing the award winning “Chocolate Poop” and the tennis ball exercise really 

stuck with me as tangible ways that thinking outside of the box can separate one from the crowd. 

These three concepts will help me keep integrity on my entrepreneurial journey and through my 

entrepreneurial pursuits. However, this deeper understanding of the implications of outside-the-

box-thinking is something I will continue to work on in my every day life. He taught me the 

importance of this thinking process, and now I am convinced that being able to define myself as 

one who thinks outside of the box and come up with novel, unique ideas will propel me through 

my entrepreneurial journey.  

 

Section 11 of 20: Guest Lecture Reflection (Chris Wilkerson)  

As I have noted earlier, I believe time to be my most valuable resource. Chris Wilkerson 

embodies the notion that leveraging technology allows you to own more of your time. His ability 

to not only lecture on this topic, but also to manifest it in his Try New Things philosophy struck 

me and changed my perspective on the world and on entrepreneurship. While less explicitly, I 

believe I have always related to this Try New Things mentality through my passion for travel and 

food. I have been fortunate enough to take advantage of every opportunity to travel to a new 

place, experience its culture, and try its food. I truly believe this exposure to new things helps 

one grow his/her perspective on the world, which I have considered to be useful in “life.” Mr. 

Wilkerson proved to me that this is not only useful in the general sense of “life”, but also in 

entrepreneurship. His perspective on the world has allowed him to try and fail, as well as think 

outside-the-box (like Mr. Lund) on business ventures. More than just helping him become a 

savvy entrepreneur, this perspective has allowed him to keep his priorities in check. He 

understands the personal value of time with his family and his deep understanding of technology 

allows him to attain that value, despite being a busy entrepreneur.  

 

Most entrepreneurs I know or have met have been unilaterally committed to their mission at the 

expense of personal time and family time. Mr. Wilkerson offered a fresh perspective on the 

typical entrepreneur in my eyes, and is only able to do what he does through his leveraging of 

countless technologies that allow him to work on his own time (or own his time). This change of 

perspective for me is something that I will apply to my entrepreneurial journey. I hope to always 
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live a TNT lifestyle, but I want to be clear about my priorities and use technologies to save the 

time that is required to realize these priorities – just like Mr. Wilkerson.  

 

Section 12 of 20: Portal Recap  

As has been a theme through much of this reflection, trying new things and expanding ones 

perspective on the world is pivotal to personal growth and success as an entrepreneur. 

Entrepreneurs are innovators, problem-solvers, and even revolutionaries; they must have 

expansive outlooks and the ability to thrive in new and unfamiliar environments. These core 

concepts are what makes the Portal useful at Cornell and specifically for entrepreneurial 

education.  

 

From a technological perspective, the portal expanded my preconceived notions of “video-

conferencing.” The wall-sized screen, reflecting a similar backdrop to the one we were sitting in 

created the illusion that we were in the same room as the students in California. This layout 

turned a simple Zoom conference call into portal, using technology to erase the borders of space 

and time.  

 

From a more content-specific perspective, the illusion of sitting in the same room as people 

across the world not only enables communication, but creates a comfortable atmosphere to in 

which two groups of people feel as one, empowering the opportunity for more vulnerable and in-

depth sharing of cultures.  

 

Nonetheless, the actual conversation that took place with my group and the group in California 

was superficial; we barely scratched the surface due to both sides (mainly theirs’s) acting shy in 

this new environment. However, the experience exposed me to something I had never considered 

before and illustrated the incredible potential that this technology concept could bring if both 

parties embrace the novelty of it. In summary, this close simulation to personal interaction that 

defies distance not only could expand the cultural literacy of Cornell students, but expand the 

perspective of entrepreneurial students who can experience the world without leaving campus.  

 

Section 13 of 20: Key Areas for Software  

I have pivoted my idea for the final project and chose to focus on a separate entrepreneurial 

endeavor that I have been working on for the final portfolio. This slight change in direction is 

because this new entrepreneurial endeavor (a sneaker cleaning service app) is further along in the 

entrepreneurial process and involves many more employees (part-time and full-time) compared 

to InstantSitter which utilizes freelance labor.  

 

Without wasting too much time on the details of the service, it will involve customers ordering 

sneaker cleaning services through an app/website and a distribution team connecting the 

customer with expert sneaker cleaners. It would be first to market in New York and capture 

demand from the growing “sneakerhead” culture that surrounds the city.  

 

Given the technological nature of this service, as well as the distribution component, I will look 

firstly at domain hosting, web/app development systems to be the primary point of contact with 

customers. My considerations when comparing systems within this type of system will include: 

cost, value-generated, scalability, ease of use, integration with distribution platform, and ability 
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to create the website/app on brand. The most important question I have when comparing options 

will be: am I able to create backend functionality that covers all of the needs of my delivery team 

(i.e. will they be able to track customer orders through the app in a timely manner). Additionally, 

I will consider third-party systems that can integrate seamlessly with the frontend website/app.  

 

Additionally, I will look into phone systems to connect managers with delivery teams to keep 

them in check. The primary considerations will be making sure these phone systems are cheap 

and reliable (they do not require advanced functionality) as calls and texts should be sufficient 

when communicating with delivery teams. 

 

Finally, I will likely implement a CRM system such as Salesforce further down the road to 

improve operations and increase sales. This implementation will require a larger customer base 

and enough revenue to reasonably afford the technology.  

 

These are the three types of systems I am thinking of reviewing in preparation for my final 

portfolio. The web/app development and/or third party extension will be the most impactful on 

the business as it will dictate operations and be customer facing. Additionally, this will be the 

revenue generating system for my company and thus the most important. The phone system will 

be less impactful and will be a simple organization measure; however, it is necessary to smooth 

operations. The CRM system will help generate revenue in the future and will hopefully generate 

large impact. I will look deeper into other systems that will improve the logistics of my company 

and save time such as 15five. 

 

Section 14 of 20: Crowdfunding Systems 

When researching crowdfunding services, I was surprised to realize that there was so much that I 

did not know about their structure, their prevalence, and the various options available to the 

world. When I was in high school, I constantly flipped through pages of Kick Starter campaigns 

and got excited at the prospect of young, bootstrapped entrepreneurs making their dreams come 

true simply by presenting their innovative idea clearly and attractively on Kick Starter’s site. 

However, prior to this class and my research on crowdfunding, this was the extent to my 

knowledge on crowdfunding. I was only familiar with Kick Starter, none of the other systems 

that are growing and developing more niche capabilities such as Patreon which crowdfunds 

through a monthly payment structure that provides ongoing support for new ventures or, 

Crowdfunder which turns Kick Starters Rewards’ Based model on its head and offers equity or 

debt in a crowdsourced manner.  

 

There are several risks to crowdfunding when compared to other sorts of financing. For instance, 

there are strategic benefits to selling larger portions of equity for capital such as tapping into 

networks and developing partnerships. These benefits are generally lost when crowdfunding, as 

your financers are generally people who do not have a large enough stake in your company to 

make offering up their networks or resources worthwhile to them, or they are “average” people 

who do not have valuable networks or resources to offer in the first place. Additionally, if your 

idea is novel and innovative, but you are too small to grow and more importantly, you lack the 

capital to protect your intellectual property or patent, advertising your idea to the masses could 

result in a larger company appropriating it for their own purposes. 
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In my opinion these risks (especially when comparing crowdsourcing to traditional financing 

models) do not outweigh the benefits, in my particular case. My company is innovative, but it 

relies heavily on a service component and a geographic limitation. Most crowdsourcing websites 

do not support services as much as products, and I believe I would have a hard time raising funds 

on an internationally viewed crowdsourcing website, for a service that would begin exclusive to 

New York city. Additionally, I believe that setting up a campaign would take lots of time 

(several months) and resources, because I would have to finalize branding and develop an 

informational advertisement that is on-brand. Therefore, for these reasons I do not think the time 

is worth the opportunity and would opt to consider other types of funding. However, I would 

note that given many Crowdfunding websites that support social enterprises, and the current lack 

of that component within my sneaker cleaning service app, I would opt to use Kick Starter if I 

absolutely had to. Kick Starter promotes innovative products and generates the most web-traffic, 

and I believe I would have the most success on their system. 

 

However, I would prefer to use my Hotel School and networking connections to sell a portion of 

my company (no more than 15%) for a first round of financing to a handful of investors. These 

investors will have a more worthwhile stake in my company and hopefully will be able to offer 

me strategic advantages through their expertise and network.  

 

Section 15 of 20: Company Policy in the Cloud 

My Sneaker Cleaning Service App’s company policy on Cloud Computing primarily targets 

cloud accessibility for delivery staff, managers, investors, and support staff. First and foremost, 

while many companies prohibit its employees from using personal phones, tablets, and 

computers for company operations, my small scale and limited resources will not allow me to 

make such a ban. I could simply not afford to provide all employees company devices, and the 

data that will be kept on the cloud is not sensitive enough that a small breach in cloud data would 

result worse financial implications than purchasing phones and laptops for all employees. 

Additionally, for similar reasons, I will not build my own private cloud. My company will use 

Drop Box as the primary cloud service provider due to its increasing business-facing capabilities, 

such as separating personal and business folders and allowing me (the administrator) to monitor 

business folders and remotely erase company data if necessary.  

 

The data that will be on the cloud will include company documents that are to be confidential. If 

any employee shares these files, they will be put on probation and if another breach occurs that 

employee will be terminated. These files will not hold very sensitive data, which is why this 

policy is somewhat forgiving; however, multiple breaches (accidental or not) will prove the 

employee untrustworthy, incompetent, or careless – resulting in termination.  

 

The most sensitive data that will be on the cloud will include customer data (addresses, phone 

numbers, credit card numbers, preferences). This data is completely confidential and will not be 

accessible in full by delivery staff or investors. Managers will have access to this data in folders 

with two-factor authentication. Any manager that exposes customer data will be terminated 

immediately for breaching this policy.  

 

Finally, all employees who have been terminated will be immediately removed from cloud 

services and the data they were able to access will be remotely erased. All cloud data will be 
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encrypted and no employee will be able to download the data onto their personal hard-drives; 

doing so will be considered a breach in this policy.  

 

Section 16 of 20: Systems for Success Diagram 

The following diagram outlines the five most important tools on my mobile phone that I have 

determined are important to my success in the business world. Below is a description of why 

these tools are valuable, what I like about them, what I pay for them, and what I wish I could 

change about them.  

 
 

 

iCal – iCal is extremely pivotal for me in my day-to-day life and will be instrumental in my life 

in the business world. It not only allows me to keep track of my calendar, but it synchs with my 

email and allows me to quickly create events based on in-text, event related verbiage. I enjoy this 

feature as well as the ability for me to create invites for people I am having phone calls or 

meetings with, so that I know we are both on the same page, with the same event in our calendar, 

and that both of us are responsible for fulfilling the details of the event. This avoids confusion 

and allows me and collaborators to receive the same alerts prior to events so that no one makes 

mistakes. I pay nothing for this service as it comes free on my iPhone. If I could change one 

thing about iCal it would be enabling a feature that includes 1-step event creation, so that if I 

receive a text message or email invoving an event, I can click the linked date/time and it uses 

artificial intelligence to create the event and combines it with my preferences for how many 

alerts I require.  

 

LinkedIn – The LinkedIn app is extremely useful for me to stay connected with my professional 

network while on the go. I am comfortable using LinkedIn’s app as well as its webpage, but the 

app is useful when I am not seated in front of my laptop. I often send messages to contacts on 

LinkedIn, if I do not have their email or phone number. I can grow my network quickly and 

effortlessly while traveling. This provides great value for me as I will be working in a role that 

iCal

LinkedIn

EvernoteEconomist

Instagram
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requires me to travel next year upon graduation. I will be meeting many people and will want to 

stay connected in a timely manner – this app enables me to do so. I do not pay for Premium 

LinkedIn yet so this app is free. There are very few things I would change about LinkedIn, 

however, if there were a feature that used geolocation services to allow me to exchange contact 

info with someone I meet through the internet, it would essentially eliminate the necessity of 

Business Cards. This could be useful for all users, as well as the environment.  

 

Evernote – Evernote is very useful for me because I constantly write down information while on 

the move. Evernote allows me to organize my notes better than the standard iPhone notes app 

and allows me to access my notes on any device which is useful when using multiple devices or 

using new devices. This tool is valuable for me in the business world as I can create task lists that 

can be shared with co-workers to streamline project management. I currently do not pay for 

Evernote, I am using the basic version. If I could change one thing about Evernote, it would be 

for it to implement artificial intelligence to scan my email for tasks and reminders, and create an 

email-based task list for me without having to input the information myself. This would save me 

time and ensure that I do not miss any tasks.  

 

Economist App -  The Economist App is great because I personally enjoy reading the 

Economist Magazine, as I believe it offers good perspectives on the world of business. However, 

more specifically as a tool that brings value to me in the business world, it allows me to 

download PDF versions of the magazines, so that I can read articles without cellular service. As I 

said, I will be traveling a lot and may be on planes or trains without Wi-Fi or service. Being able 

to read and expand my knowledge during these times will help me pass the time and improve my 

business prowess simultaneously. I pay 45.99 per quarter for the Economist which grants me 

subscription to the magazine and access to the app. I believe this is a worthwhile investment in 

my knowledge. If I could change one thing about the Economist app it would be its ability to 

offer more timely news articles on current events, rather than monthly magazines.  

 

Instagram – Instagram is an incredible tool for all users to improve their personal brand or their 

business brand. Its value as a marketing tool for people and companies is self-explanatory and its 

reach is magnificent. In the business world, I plan to use Instagram to support my personal 

brand, stay connected with friends, as well as create accounts for my entrepreneurial endeavors 

and market them separately from myself. I currently don’t pay for Instagram. If I would change 

one thing about Instagram it would be the ability to pick and choose what accounts’ posts end up 

my feed more frequently, without unfollowing any accounts.  

 

Section 17 of 20: Virtual Phone Systems 

Prior to this class I was unaware of Virtual Phone Systems and thus all the systems discussed 

were new to me. I analyzed Google Voice, Phone.com, and RingCentral (which I only 

considered to be a videoconferencing system, not a virtual phone system given my previous 

experience with it, mentioned above in this reflection) to decide which virtual phone system 

suited my companies needs (price, services, etc). While Google Voice is free, there are 

limitations to using the system such as not truly owning the number you are using, no call 

recording, being unable to get toll free or 800 numbers etc. My company’s needs therefore do not 

align with Google Voice’s services (despite aligning with its low-cost feature). RingCentral costs 

approximately $25/month per line and offers advanced video conferencing services. This cost 
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structure is expensive and the services it offers go beyond the scope of my needs, which merely 

include being able to keep in touch with delivery staff to ensure successful delivery and pick-ups. 

Lastly, Phone.com is quite cheap (under $10/month) and is flexible to only include extra services 

at extra costs. Since my needs are limited and my budget is tight, I will choose to use Phone.com. 

I do not need anything more than its basic services and appreciate its low costs.  

 

My budget will include the operation and maintenance of Phone.com’s services which are billed 

monthly. Given Phone.com’s low cost, and my delivery team starting with only 6 employees, I 

will allocate $60 per month toward maintaining the service. I am confident that my revenues will 

more than outweigh this expense, and the marginal utility of this service will make the 

$60/month worthwhile.  

 

Section 18 of 20: Videoconferencing Systems 

Prior to taking this class I was familiar with RingCentral as a Videoconferencing system. I used 

it on my previous internship to operate meetings with managing directors of my company and 

co-workers. I was impressed by its Screensharing features but somewhat disillusioned with its 

poor video quality depending on my Wi-Fi connection. Additionally I was familiar with Skype 

and Facetime, but do not believe these services compare to RingCentral in a business setting.   

 

I was unaware of Zoom prior to this class and was immediately impressed with its superior 

interface, features, and ease of use. However, given the local nature of my business (focused on 

New York), I do not believe I should invest in a costly videoconferencing service at this time. I 

will not have much need for videoconferencing until I expand to new cities and employ 

managing teams that I cannot readily meet face to face with in New York. Therefore, for now, 

there will be no budget allocation for videoconferencing. 

 

However, eventually I do plan to implement a videoconferencing software when I do expand. 

The budget for this will be based strictly on necessity, so when I realize I absolutely require a 

videoconferencing software, I will invest as little as possible to acquire its functionality. 

Therefore, having done some research, Zoom is $5/month cheaper than RingCentral. These cost 

savings in conjunction with my personal experience being better on Zoom lead me to select 

Zoom as the preferred vendor for my company. Yet, for now, while I remain geographically 

centric, if I need to speak to someone face to face I will use a free service such as Skype or 

FaceTime.  

 

Section 19 of 20: Resume 

Attached are the before and after of my modified resume, below is a reflection of my changes 

and ways to develop my resume further by May 2019:  
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Before:
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After:

 
 

Upon updating my resume, I looked for ways to truthfully alter certain words, take out things 

that seemed less necessary and add experiences that support my background in technology and 

entrepreneurship. The following outlines a list of my changes, and why I made them:  

1. I updated my school address to accurately reflect where I am living currently 
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2. I added my concentration “Information Systems Management” to my education at 

Cornell. It was originally not added as I only recently declared it, however it shows my 

academic inclination to use technology and information systems in a business setting, and 

allows me to support the notion that I enjoy the intersection of technology and 

entrepreneurship, hospitality, and business. 

3. I added my test scores to give more quantitative evidence of my strong mathematics 

skills, illustrating that I am a quantitative and data-driven thinker which lends itself to 

technological knowhow.  

4. I added two recent educational experiences that I originally omitted due to my perception 

that they lacked relevance. I studied Computer Science and Calculus at Columbia this 

summer, which furthers the evidence surrounding my academic interest in technology 

and analytical problem solving. I also added my study abroad experience as a talking 

point and to show that I have a multicultural perspective, like many entrepreneurs.  

5. I eliminated my sophomore year in high-school internship at a retail company as it is 

beyond the statute of limitations and does not support my technological background 

6. I shortened certain work experience descriptions, eliminated less applicable phrases, to 

add space at the bottom for an interests section 

7. I changed some verbiage in my descriptions to enhance my analytical and technological 

skills such as changing “Financial and growth projections” to “Analytical growth 

projections” in the second line of my most recent work experience. I also changed the 

second line of my Orange Brands Management work experience to highlight my use of 

data analysis during that project 

8. I added a few skills to the skills section such as JMP and Tableau which are skills I am 

currently using in classes that are applicable to my technological background 

9. I added a section for interests to spark conversations with people, to make myself seem 

more human, and to prove that I am a multifaceted individual with diverse interests 

(which I see as qualities of a good entrepreneur) 

There are a few ways and opportunities in which I can improve my resume even further between 

now and graduation. The first way would be to somehow indicate the fact that I am an Incoming 

Consulting Analyst at a large consulting firm that specializes in technology. This would give me 

more credibility in both a Technology and Entrepreneurship perspective, given the nature of 

tech-consulting. Additionally, I have several classes to take that will help me attain the 

Information Management Systems Concentration, which are actions I plan to take between now 

and graduation that will help solidify that aspect of my resume.  

 

Additionally, I am completely committed to taking Lynda.com courses on Tableau (firstly), then 

more on higher-level data analytics. These courses will target specific softwares that make me 

more marketable for technology roles and general entrepreneurship roles as I will be able to 

operate and make data-driven decisions at a high level. I also plan to hone in on my computer 

programming skills to add more languages to my repertoire. Finally, I will try my best to find 

certification courses for these softwares that I learn and be able to note that I am a certified 

“Expert” at using such softwares, adding more credibility to my resume.  

 

Additionally, my cousin is currently launching a large scale entrepreneurial project of his own. 

He raised 1.2 million dollars in a first round of financing for his health drink company that just 

recently launched. I plan to get involved with him pro-bono and offer him data solutions 
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remotely from Cornell. I could add this work experience to my resume to show my 

entrepreneurial outlook and applied technological experience.  

 

Section 20 of 20: Value Statements 

I added the class late during the add/drop deadline and am unable to offer the first couple value 

statements. Below are my value statements.  

Sept 10 I was astounded by the opportunities and resources offered by MannUFactory and 

the value they bring to Cornell students of all kind. 

Sept 12 I took away and learned the structure of design thinking process and appreciate the 

cyclical nature of improving design. 

Sept 17 I learned a new software (TinkerCad) through trial and error to creatively turn an 

idea in my head into a working reality. 

Sept 19 I enjoyed hearing other people’s approach to the TinkerCad project and 

understanding new perspectives 

Sept 24 There are there are many questions to ask when deciding whether to implement a 

software in your company  

Sept 26 Tableau is an incredibly useful software that can help you tell stories with data 

visualization 

Oct 1 The radical innovation competition – the best video was a team is developing a 

travelling hotel room  

Oct 3 Very cool using Zoom videoconferencing to use for classes could be future of 

education 

Oct 15 I found the discussion on the social welfare state in Norway compared to the 

perception of capitalism in the U.S incredibly interesting. 

Oct 22 I appreciated the holistic structure of looking around a value proposition and 

considering all factors 

Oct 24 I enjoyed understanding the very structured way to generate a Business Model by 

drilling down systematically through the value proposition 

Oct 29 I enjoyed understanding the implications of websites on businesses especially for 

branding purposes of new companies. 

Oct 31 The video on Steve Jobs was inspiring as it marked a change in the history of 

technology and showed how revolutionaries impact the world. 

Nov 5 The Cornell Portal really creates a virtual room across borders which is a very 

interesting concept 

Nov 7 I found that his TNT mentality and his ability to leverage technology to own his 

time made him an effective entrepreneur 

Nov 12 He showed us through the tennis ball simulation how thinking outside the box can 

do what we thought was impossible  

 

 

 


